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Dates of  Operation

All year (excluding maintenance weeks)

Location

Imaret is an intimate luxurious hospitality 

property, located within the homonymous 

historical monument. Built in 1817 right in the 

middle of  the historical district of  Kavala, in 

northern Greece, Imaret is an unexpected oasis 

of  tranquillity and superior service. 

The Hotel



Transportation / Access

Kavala International airport (IATA code KVA) offers several daily flights from the International airport

of Athens (50 min flight) and other European cities.

Distance: 32km Transfer time: 25min

Kavala port

Distance: 0,5km Transfer time: 1min / Walking time 5min

Thessaloniki Airport (IATA code SKG): 173km Transfer time: 1h25min

Chauffeured service is available for airport and port transfers.

Car hire can also be arranged.



Accommodations

Accommodations are surrounding three thousand square meters of  inner gardens and marble arcades, reflecting 

the charm of  an original Islamic garden set in the past. All 25 rooms and suites at Imaret lie beneath the graceful 

domes of  the original construction and are uniquely designed and decorated.



Accommodation features
Room size and facilities may vary from the above descriptions

Dome Room (2 rooms from 27m2 to 30m2) These special rooms are found in all the gardens of Imaret. The

bedrooms feature an impressive groined-vault and a fireplace. The Bathrooms are dressed in marble with a

handmade bronze washbasin. Shower or tub and separate WC depending on the room. Kindly note that some

rooms are in 2 levels. Max 2 adults

Treasure Room (3 rooms 32m2) Located in the square garden of the big fountain-Cistern. In the bedroom area,

the attic above the bed was restored to its original form. The room features a large fireplace. The bathroom

overlooking the orange garden. WC is separate. Max 2 adults

Treasure Suite (3 suites from 44m2 to 52m2) Located in the square garden of the big fountain-Cistern or the

Mekteb Garden. Garden view or harbor view:

₰ Hiourem Suite : Its living room features an exceptional wooden construction. In the bathroom the bathtub is

located in front of the window overlooking the orange garden. WC is separate. In the bedroom underneath the

dome with a big hand-made chandelier lies the bed. Max 2 adults

₰ Maive Suite : This suite features an impressive fireplace in both the bedroom and the sitting area. In the first

bathroom, located next to the bedroom, the old marble basin matches perfectly the of off-white solid marble

bathtub . Additionally, in the second bathroom, the undercut mosaic shower matches the copper washbasin.

WC is separate. Max 2 adults

₰ Library Suite : Entering, we find ourselves in the living room with the divan and the fireplace overlooking the

sea. In the bathroom underneath the groined-vault lies an octagonal marble bathtub while the copper

washbasin has been embodied in an old piece of furniture. The attic, restored in the location of the original

one, accommodates the bedroom. Max 2 adults



Mekteb Suite : Entering one sees an old fount and steps up to the main area of the suite. The bed is underneath

the enormous dome with the huge chandelier. The room is surrounded by 8 windows. In the bathroom, the bathtub

is located by the window overlooking the domes and the sea. The WC is separate. Max 2 adults

Water Garden Suite (65m2) Located in the square garden of the big fountain-Cistern offering a view to the harbor

of Kavala. The double bed is found underneath the groined-vault, while the dinning area is placed inside a wooden

structure (the original sleeping place). You can enjoy the sitting area, where the divan stretch on the side of the

fireplace. One spacious bathroom and a second massif marble bathtub in front of the window overlooking the sea,

where a bath containing rose petals, milk, honey and herbs can be prepared for your relaxation. Max 2 adults

(divan can be adjusted for a 3rd person)

Imaret Suite (from 60m2 to 70m2) Located in the Mekteb Garden with their private terraces on the Byzantine Wall

offering a view to the harbor of Kavala. Entering, we find the living room with the fireplace. The bed is under the

dome with the Egyptian luminary and next to it you find an undercut mosaic bath-tub. The bathroom features a

mosaic shower. Max 2 adults

Room and Suite Features & Amenities: shared garden sitting areas, central heating system, safe deposit box,

water mini-bar, magnifying mirror, hairdryer, bathrobes, slippers, Bvlgari & Molton Brown toiletries, free WiFi

Please note that TV is not available in this premises due to hotel concept

Fireplaces are not in use for safety reasons, excluding certain Suites

Accommodation features
Room size and facilities may vary from the above descriptions



Tastes and Flavors
extra charge

In the morning choose between a traditional breakfast like “Imaret” or our a la carte breakfast menu. Served

from 08:00 until the time of your choosing in our restaurant or in your room.

Light dishes are available from 12:00 – 24:00 daily in our Restaurant, Gardens and room service.

No-menu dining: Tastes and flavors in Imaret are carefully selected from hundreds homemade recipes inspired by

our tradition and exquisite raw materials. Each dish has a story and each day your meal will be different. Available in

our Restaurant from 19:30 – 23:00 from Thursday to Saturday and daily during summer. Reservations are required

for your best convenience.

Remember the ritual of an afternoon tea with a selection of exclusive blends served traditionally in our Bar, which

also features a large selection of Spirits for all tastes.

Room service is available from 08:00 – 24:00 for breakfast and light dishes and is subject to 25% extra change.

Imarets wine list has 69 etiquettes with selected Greek wines and international labels including France, Italy, Spain

and Austria.

Special events with live music or live concerts take place during the year where residents can enjoy from their

shared terrace in the gardens.



Relaxation Area by Omorovicza

Imaret features an original Hamam, an Indoor hidden cistern (temp. 22 0C | depth 1m10cm) and a massage

area, offering a harmonized meeting between the East and West through tranquility.

Omorovicza has been producing award-winning skincare since 2006. All products are powered by a potent blend of

Hungary’s mineral-rich healing waters combined with the finest vitamins, essential oils and other natural ingredients

sourced from across the globe.

Imaret also features an outdoor Cistern which can be used by guests during summer (depth 1m10cm)

Additionally you can choose to treat yourself with new Medical Wellness treatments such as intravenous therapies,

hypothermia and oxygen treatments and give yourself a powerful immune system and an energy boost in just a few

hours.

Relaxation Area operating hours: daily from 12:00 – 21:00 / excluding Tuesday



Reception Hall & Meeting Room

On the grounded floor of the Main Building there is a fully equipped Corporate Conference Centre beautifully

decorated, consisting of 2 Areas:

A Meeting Room- Business center and a Reception Hall.

Both rooms offer convenient supporting facilities and in-house services:

(Slide Projectors, Overhead Projectors, Wall Screens, Microphone installation, Console, DVD, Podium, Flip Chart,

Telephone & Internet Access, and controlled lighting conditions)

* The meeting room is equipped with a Logitech Conference Cam for exclusive group teleconference up to 10pax





Dropbox

Link to Imaret’s online library including HD images and sales material

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/19sh7wnhlehoe95/AADnATFAL188XiAqegn51rJga?dl=0
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